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Fe a t u r e s

In this file photo British
actor Patrick Stewart
arrives for the 90th
Annual Academy
Awards in Hollywood,
California. — AFP

Singer Liza Minnelli arrives
at the 86th Academy
Awards. — Reuters

A man walking into the ROBOT.HE restaurant in Shanghai.

A woman booking a table by scanning a QR code with her
smartphone at the entrance of the ROBOT.HE restaurant in
Shanghai.

A man (right) getting food from a robot at the ROBOT.HE
restaurant in Shanghai.

A man getting food from a robot at the ROBOT.HE restau-
rant in Shanghai. 

A QR code for payment on a smartphone and a receipt
with booking information at the ROBOT.HE restaurant in
Shanghai.

Liza Minnelli’s signature “Cabaret”
bowler hat, boots and halter top vest
fetched $81,250 at a Los Angeles auc-

tion, while her hand-annotated shooting
script for the 1972 movie sold for $15,000,
organizers Profiles in History said on
Wednesday. The three-day “Love, Liza”
auction in Los Angeles, coming from the
vast personal collection of the actress and
singer, raised more than $1.2 million, with
some items selling for more than triple
their pre-sale estimates.

The more than 1,700 lots included
items belonging to Minnelli’s parents -
actress Judy Garland and film director
Vincente Minnelli - and hundreds of the
singer’s hats, scarves and Halston designer
outfits from the 1970s. Garland’s blond
Dorothy wig from “The Wizard of Oz,”
which was later replaced by simply brown
braids, went for $17,500 - 16 times the
original estimate. Vincente Minnelli’s pho-
to collection spanning his film career
fetched $11,875.

Profiles in History declined to release
information on the buyers. Memorabilia
from “Cabaret,” which brought Minnelli an
Oscar for her performance as Berlin night-
club singer Sally Bowles and sent her
career rocketing, attracted some of the
fiercest bidding. Her shooting script for
the musical was estimated to fetch just
$2,000 ahead of the sale, while her iconic
boots and bowler hat costume had an esti-
mate of $6,000.

Minnelli, 72, said earlier this year that
she wanted to downsize her life and sell
off the collection she had amassed over
decades and kept in more than six loca-
tions. “I woke up one day and thought,
‘Honey, you ain’t gonna wait till you’ve
bought the farm and leave your life on
someone else’s doorstep.’ So it was time
to go there, and I  have, and it  feels
good,” she is quoted as saying in the
auction catalog. — Reuters

Actor Patrick Stewart delighted fans
Saturday by boldly going back to
his role as Jean-Luc Picard, which

he said he will reprise in a new Star Trek
series. The British actor, 78, said he would
return to the iconic role during a surprise
appearance at the annual Star Trek con-
vention in Las Vegas, said “it is an unex-
pected but delightful surprise to find
myself excited and invigorated to be
returning to Jean-Luc Picard and to
explore new dimensions with him.”

“Seeking out a new life for him, when I
thought that life was over.” The new
series, which the CBS All Access stream-
ing service will carry, is to center on
Picard’s life post Star Trek: Next
Generation. That series ran from 1987 to
1994 with 178 episodes, and spawned
several films, the last in 2002. “I will
always be very proud to have been a part
of the Star Trek: The Next Generation,
but when we wrapped that final movie in

the spring of 2002, I truly felt my time
with Star Trek had run its natural course,”
Stewart said. 

“It has been humbling to hear stories
about how The Next Generation
brought people comfort, saw them
through difficult periods in their lives or
how the example of Jean-Luc inspired
so many to follow in his footsteps, pur-
suing science, exploration and leader-
ship,” he continued.  “I feel I’m ready to
return to him for the same reason-to
research and experience what comfort-
ing and reforming light he might shine
on these often dark times.” Star Trek, a
multi-billion-dollar cultural phenomenon
beloved by fans worldwide, turn 50
years old in 2016. Details on the new
series, including title or release date,
remain under wraps. — AFP

‘Make it so’: Stewart to 
reprise Star Trek role 

Minnelli auction fetches 
superstar prices

T
he little robotic waiter wheels up to
the table, raises its glass lid to
reveal a steaming plate of local
Shanghai-style crayfish and

announces in low, mechanical tones, “Enjoy
your meal.” The futuristic restaurant con-
cept is the latest initiative in Chinese e-
commerce giant Alibaba’s push to modern-
ize service and retail in a country where
robotics and artificial intelligence are
increasingly being integrated into com-
merce. Raising efficiency and lowering
labor costs are the objectives at Alibaba’s
“Robot. He” diners, where waiters have
been replaced by robots about the size of
microwave ovens, which roll around the
dining room on table-high runways.

“In Shanghai, a waiter costs up to
10,000 yuan ($1,500) per month. That’s
hundreds of thousands in cost every year.
And two shifts of people are needed,” said
Cao Haitao, the Alibaba product manager
who developed the concept. “But we don’t
need two shifts for robots and they are on
duty every day.” The diners are attached to
Alibaba’s new Hema chain of semi-auto-
mated supermarkets, where grocery shop-

pers fill their “carts” on a mobile app and
have the merchandise brought to them at
checkout via conveyor tracks on the ceil-
ing, or delivered straight to their homes.

Alibaba now has 57 Hema markets in 13
Chinese cities, all of which will eventually
feature the robotic restaurants. Industry
experts say they serve more as showcases
of Alibaba’s tech prowess than a serious
business model in a country where labor
costs are relatively low. But the restaurants
also typify the rapid adoption of new tech-
nologies in a country where the govern-
ment is increasingly using facial-recogni-
tion technology to police streets and iden-
tify law-breakers.

Automation nation 
With digital payments via mobile phone

already now rivalling cash for many pur-
chases, growing numbers of pharmacies,
bookstores and other retailers have dis-
pensed with cashiers, allowing customers
to order and pay for their desired mer-
chandise, which is often handed over by a
robot. Alibaba’s e-commerce rival JD.com
has announced plans to open 1,000

restaurants by 2020 in which food will be
prepared and served by robots.

JD.com and others are also working to
incorporate airborne drones into their
delivery networks. The movement could
help companies reduce costs as growth
rates in China’s e-commerce boom begin
to plateau.

“Before, everyone was all going for
rapid expansion. Now the growth is gone
and everyone has to focus on improving
their operations,” said Jason Ding, a China
retail expert with Bain & Company.

“Operation is all about cutting costs
and providing better service. So these
automated machine technologies, in the
right place, can play a role there.”  At
Robot.He, customers book tables and
order entrÈes via apps, and the diner’s
novelty often draws long queues.

Ma Yiwen, 33, brought nearly a dozen
colleagues with her. “We are all foodies
and we use our lunch time to try good food
near our office. The idea of a robot deliver-
ing food to our table is very innovative so
we wanted to see it ourselves,” she said.
The restaurant says automation helps keep
costs down, an additional lure for 20-year-
old customer Ma Shenpeng, who comes
once a week.

“Normally for two to three people, a
meal costs about 300-400 yuan, but here,
all this table of food is just over 100 yuan,”
he said. Chinese AI advocates predict
robots will someday perform a range of
mundane duties as living standards rise,
from delivery to sweeping floors and pro-
viding companionship, particularly as
China’s labor force has shrunk due to the
recently relaxed one-child population con-
trol policy.

But it’s a delicate issue for Chinese pol-
icy-makers due to the potential for human
job losses, and the government is in the
midst of a long-term push to develop the
country’s services industry partly as a job
creator, as manufacturing increasingly
becomes mechanized. Wang Hesheng, a
robotics professor at Shanghai’s Jiaotong
University, said the cost of robots remains
too high for widespread consumer use and
that many companies were merely jumping

on the government’s high-tech bandwag-
on. But robotics could spread if China
labor costs continue to grow, he said.
“Maybe when labor costs rise higher and
higher, robots will  balance out with
humans,” he said. — AFP

People eating food at ROBOT.HE restaurant in Shanghai. A robot arm transferring food at ROBOT.HE restaurant in
Shanghai.

A staff member placing
food on a robot at the

ROBOT.HE restaurant in
Shanghai.

This photo shows a man
(right) taking pictures of

robots at the ROBOT.HE
restaurant in Shanghai. 
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